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CROSSWORD

SPELLING BEE CONNECTIONS

ANSWER KEY
CROSSWORD - 3 Across: Bamboozled, 4 Across: Punked, 5 Across: Tricked, 1 Down: Fooled, 2 Down: Gagged, 4 Down: Pranked
SPELLING BEE - Panagrams are: "boogerlees," "rebloggers," "bloggers," "bogglers," broggles," "gobblers," and "reblogs"
CONNECTIONS - MOVIE CANDY: "whopper," "dot," "sno-cap," and "jujube" ENDEARING NAMES: "freak," "stupid," "ugly," and "dull" GOOD AT 

SCHOOL: "nerd," "geek," "dork," and "dweeb" WORDS THAT BEGIN WITH "BULL": "dog," "shit," "doze," and "horn"
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orange

ELEVATOR MUSIC

"ORANGE DRINK," PLEASE?

So apparently, J-LO has recently gone viral for her atrocity of a bodega order -- a ham 
and cheese on a roll with an orange drink, "if you know, you know." The consensus has 
been that most native New Yorkers do not "know." Most of the debate lies within the small 
detail of an "orange drink," the confusion encompassing the endless possibilities for what 
that orange drink could possibly be. 

I've always thought of J-LO as an orange powerade girl, but maybe she means something 
more like Emergen-C. Honestly, the possibilities are endless. What we do know is that 
she drinks exactly seven cups of water per day, according to goodhousekeeping.com. And 
what I challenged myself to do was compile a short list of bodega orders that would be 1. 
better than J-LO's and 2. far more specific. It wasn't very hard.

1. Bacon, egg, and cheese with a Tropicana orange juice
2. Poop sandwich with an extra scoop of poop
3. Pepperoni and unwashed lettuce on ciabatta, with a side of Ms. Vickies Spicy Dill 
Pickle chips 
4. Cigarettes
5. A bottle of Aquafina water

Griffin Conley,
Junior Writer

I am bored. I have hit a slump. I am losing the internal debate to skip class more and more 
as the weeks go. In my opinion, it is because of one culprit. My commutes are too boring!! 
Chapel walk day in and day out is not mentally stimulating. Sure the white dog does a 
decent enough job and yes the Hoag or Gilpatrick frequently has coffee or donuts out, but 
what about once I cross the bridge? Where is my stimulus there?

And so, I propose the idea of simple elevator music. Let’s start streaming the Doobie in 
academic buildings. Why stop at the Pit? Imagine hearing the eclectic music taste that is 
WDUB streaming into the mirrored-ceiling box that occupies Higley. Yes, it does mean 
that WDUB Disc Jockeys would be under the watchful ear of elevator riding professors. 

Further, how about some live music? Who could say no to pregaming for a journalism 
class with the Overalls doing a live set in the Barney Davis elevator? 

Or potentially leaving class and hearing Where Did All the Time Go by Dr. Dog as you 
make your way out of Knapp? 

Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor


